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Abstract: Due to growing concerns about carbon emissions, Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

techniques have become an interesting alternative to overcome this problem. CO2-Argon-Steam-Oxy

(CARSOXY)-fuel gas turbines are an innovative example that integrates CCS with gas turbine

powergen improvement. Replacing air-fuel combustion by CARSOXY combustion has been

theoretically proven to increase gas turbine efficiency. Therefore, this paper provides a novel

approach to continuously supply a gas turbine with a CARSOXY blend within required molar

fractions. The approach involves H2 and N2 production, therefore having the potential of also

producing ammonia. Thus, the concept allows CARSOXY cycles to be used to support production

of ammonia whilst increasing power efficiency. An ASPEN PLUS model has been developed to

demonstrate the approach. The model involves the integrations of an air separation unit (ASU), a

steam methane reformer (SMR), water gas shift (WGS) reactors, pressure swing adsorption (PSA)

units and heat exchanged gas turbines (HXGT) with a CCS unit. Sensitivity analyses were conducted

on the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT model. The results provide a baseline to calibrate the model

in order to produce the required CARSOXY molar fraction. A MATLAB code has also been developed

to study CO2 compression effects on the CARSOXY gas turbine compressor. Thus, this paper

provides a detailed flowsheet of the WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT model. The paper provides the conditions

in which the sensitivity analyses have been conducted to determine the best operable regime for

CARSOXY production with other high valuable gases (i.e., hydrogen). Under these specifications,

the sensitivity analyses on the (SMR) sub-model spots the H2O mass flow rates, which provides the

maximum hydrogen level, the threshold which produces significant CO2 levels. Moreover, splitting

the main CH4 supply to sub-supply a SMR reactor and a furnace reactor correlates to best practices for

CARSOXY. The sensitivity analysis has also been performed on the (ASU) sub-model to characterise

its response with respect to the variation of air flow rate, distillation/boiling rates, product/feed stage

locations and the number of stages of the distillation columns. The sensitivity analyses have featured

the response of the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT model. In return, the model has been qualified

to be calibrated to produce CARSOXY within two operability modes, with hydrogen and nitrogen or

with ammonia as by-products.

Keywords: gas turbine cycle; power cogeneration; alternative working fluid; CARSOXY; ammonia

1. Introduction

Generating power with high efficiency has become a necessity rather than an option. Conventional

power generation methods that employ fossil fuel-fired plants have unquestionably increased carbon

dioxide emissions and tightened up tolerance margins across the world [1]. The use of alternative

working fluids in gas turbines promises both to increase cycle efficiency and limit carbon emissions [2].

Several alternative working fluids stand out from the crowd. These are helium, ammonia, humidified

Energies 2019, 12, 3580; doi:10.3390/en12183580 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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working fluids, and CO2-Ar-H2O. The latter is used for a novel concept called CARSOXY gas

turbines [2,3]. Although the latter are just conceptual, these systems have the potential to provide large

power outputs with high efficiency. The concept is based on the use of humidified inert atmospheres

with oxyfuel combustion. Carbon dioxide can be obtained through carbon capture and storage (CCS).

Adding inert gases such as argon from air separation units (ASUs) to be mixed with the working

fluid plays an important role in enhancing the thermodynamic properties of the system [2]. Recent

studies [2] employed a CARSOXY blend with molar fractions of 25, 19, 23, 11 and 22 (vol%) of Ar, CO2,

H2O, CH4 and O2, respectively, demonstrating an increase of efficiency by 13.93%. Increasing the

molar fraction of argon up to 47% showed an increment in specific heat capacity of the working fluid,

which as a result increases the cycle efficiency by an additional 10% [3].

However, CARSOXY gas turbines face technical and economic challenges. As discussed,

CARSOXY blends contain high molar fractions of argon. Argon is separated from atmospheric

air which contains only a 0.93% molar fraction of the gas [4]. Conventional engineering practices for

argon production are based on cryogenic ASUs with side rectifiers [5], i.e., expensive components

which produce argon with high purity [6]. Interestingly, obtaining argon with oxygen would be

more economic by reducing separation whilst enabling the use of oxygen in these CARSOXY cycles.

Similarly, adopting conventional Carbon Capture and Store (CCS) technologies would also enable high

carbon molar factions in the blend, thus ensuring that CO2 is utilized whilst removing it from exhaust

gases that contribute to climate change.

The elegance of producing the CARSOXY by the suggested approach appears as an opportunity to

use it in sites where Ammonia is produced. The process of producing ammonia involves hydrogen and

nitrogen production. The sub-process of producing hydrogen is typically methane steam-reforming.

Nitrogen is produced by an air separation sub-process. Both of the sub-processes are involved in the

proposed approach to generate CARSOXY.

Therefore, this paper proposes a novel approach of continuously providing a gas turbine with the

required molar fractions of CARSOXY blend whilst enabling the production of H2 and N2 to be used

in other industrial processes or ammonia fabrication. This paper discusses the production aspects of

CARSOXY. Neither cycle efficiencies nor technoeconomics are covered in this paper.

2. Background

The developed approach of producing the required CARSOXY molar fraction involves the

integrations of an air separation unit (ASU), a steam methane reformer (SMR), water gas shift (WGS)

reactors, a pressure swing adsorption (PSA) unit, a Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) unit and a

humidified gas turbine (HXGT) cycle.

2.1. Air Separation Unit (ASU)

Air separation methods mainly fall into three categories (namely membrane separation, pressure

swing, and cryogenic distillation). The focus will be on cryogenic distillation as a more proper

choice for CARSOXY gas turbines since it is capable of separating a ternary mixture into its individual

components. Air can be separated into nitrogen, oxygen, and argon, with the last two being components

of CARSOXY, which can be obtained at once within the same cryogenic distillation unit [7–10].

2.2. Steam Methane Reforming (SMR)

SMR is one of the fully developed technologies used to produce hydrogen [11]. Light hydrocarbon

fuels such as methane (CH4) react with steam to be converted into hydrogen as the main product,

carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide as by-products. In the reforming process, two endothermic

reactions take place. Equation (1) requires 206 kJ to react one mole of methane with one mole of steam.

This produces hydrogen and a by-product carbon monoxide. Water gas shift (WGS) reactors utilize

steam to convert the by-product carbon monoxide to hydrogen and carbon dioxide [12]. Equation
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(2) requires no WGS as it directly produces hydrogen and carbon dioxide. It consumes 165 kJ and

produces hydrogen and carbon dioxide [13]:

CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2 (1)

CH4 + 2H2O↔ CO2 + 4H2 (2)

2.3. Water Gas Shift (WGS)

Water-gas shifting of one mole of carbon monoxide produces approximately 40 kJ. The reaction is

typically accelerated by two types of catalysts (namely iron-based and copper-based) [14]. Whenever

carbon monoxide is an unwanted by-product gas, water-gas shifting is a scope of interest. In fact, it is

a very reliable way to purify produced hydrogen via steam reforming of hydrocarbon fuel such as

methane [15]. Removing CO and producing hydrogen, i.e., Equation (3), is typically conducted into

two stages. These are through high-temperature and low temperature reactors:

H2O + CO↔ CO2 + H2 (3)

2.4. Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA)

Hydrogen can be separated from a mixture by cryogenic distillation, PSA, or a hybrid combination

of the two methods. However, the typical process which is followed in the industry to separate H2 from

the WGS products is PSA. References [16–18] indicate that PSA is insensitive to the changes in molar

fractions of the feed stream or to its boundary conditions (i.e., temperature or pressure), where 90%

of the hydrogen is recovered with a 99.99% purity. A detailed description of the process is available

somewhere else [17].

2.5. Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

The main technologies of carbon capture and storage are pre-combustion, post-combustion and

oxyfuel combustion. The CCS unit which is used in this paper is a post-combustion unit. Therefore, the

focus is only on post-combustion CCS. This technique removes the carbon dioxide from the combustion

products requiring no major changes on the combustion practice. The process can be easily integrated

to currently used power plants in the market [18]. However, this technique incurs in an unsatisfying

70% increase in the electricity bill in most applications [19].

2.6. Heat Exchanged Gas Turbine (HXGT) Cycle

The heat exchanged gas turbine cycle is basically a simple gas turbine cycle, which is integrated

with a recuperator. Exhaust gases from the turbine exchange heat with the compressor outlet gases in

order to reduce heat losses. Alrebei et al. [3] conducted a parametric study on several CARSOXY gas

turbine cycles. These simple cycles were: heat exchanged cycle, free turbine & simple cycle, evaporative

cycle and humidified gas turbine cycle. The performances of the five cycles using CARSOXY were

estimated for wet and dry compression. The results were obtained from the MATLAB codes that

had been developed to conduct the cycle analyses for the CARSOXY gas turbines. Analyses were

based on the higher heating value (HHV) of methane as fuel. Alrebei et al. [3] also identify domains of

operating conditions for each cycle, where efficiency can be increased by up to 12% using CARSOXY

heat exchanged cycle compared to air-driven cycles. Therefore, HXGT cycle has been chosen for

this paper.

3. Modeling Approach

The fully integrated model (Figure 1) has been developed using ASPEN PLUS software. The model

is based on the Peng-Robinson equation of state. It consists of six sub-models which are the SMR, WGS,

PSA, ASU, heat exchanged gas turbine cycle and CCS. The process for each sub-model is provided in
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this section. The final numeric description is provided in the sensitivity analysis section. Table 1 shows

the mass balance results of the model.

 

Figure 1. ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT model.

3.1. SMR Sub-Model

As shown in Figure 1, the SMR process starts by feeding water and methane to the sub-model by

the water (FEEDH2O) and methane (FEEDCH4) streams. Table 2 shows the values of these streams.
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The water stream is partially compressed to 1.5 bar by the (LPPUMP) pump. Similarly, the methane

stream is compressed by the (LPCOMP) compressor. LPCOMP is an isentropic compressor model

which has an isentropic efficiency of 85%. Both streams are then heated up in the heat exchanger

(HX) by the flue gases of the gas turbine. The final compression stage for water is provided by the

(HPCOMPH2O) compressor and by (HPCOMPCH4) compressor for methane. Both compressors

increase the pressures to 15 bar. Water at this stage is fully converted to steam. The outlet of the

methane compressor (HPCOMPH2O) is split into the (1MSRCH4) and (FURNCCH4) streams to feed

the CH4SPLIT1 splitter and a furnace, respectively. The (CH4SPLIT1) splitter provides the CH4SPLIT2

splitter with 80.8% of the original methane feed. The (1MSRCH4) stream is further split into the

(2MSRCH4) and the (CH4CC) streams to feed the SMR reactor and the CC combustion chamber,

respectively. The furnace has been modeled using an RSTOIC reactor to simulate stoichiometric

combustion of methane with air. The furnace provides the SMR reactor with the required heat to

conduct the reforming process via the (QIN) heat stream.

3.2. WGS Sub-Model

The products of the SMR reactor are cooled down in the (HEX1) heat exchanger prior to the water

gas shift, Figure 1. The cooling down process is conducted against the (LTM-SRH2O) water stream.

The (WGSH2O) water stream is used to feed the WGS reactors. The stream is split into the (S9) and

(S12) streams to feed the high-temperature water gas shift reactor (HTWGS) and the low-temperature

water gas shift (LTWGS) reactor with a split ratio of 9:1, respectively. Both water gas shift reactors are

modeled using (STOIC) reactors to simulate WGS, which are specified in the Reaction (3). The reactors

are connected in series and their final product (S8) is warmed up again in the (B1) heat exchanger using

the furnace flue gases. The products exit the heat exchanger. Since both reactors perform exothermic

reactions, the heat streams (QIN1) and (QIN2) from the reactors are utilized to heat (AR2RECT) stream.

The latter provides the required argon and oxygen supply to the gas turbine unit.

3.3. PSA Sub-Model

The WGS product (S2) has a high hydrogen content. The (H21) stream carries the separated

hydrogen. Stream (S131) carries the remaining contents of the WGS process (i.e., mainly steam, methane

and carbon dioxide). However, stream (S131) still has a relatively high molar fraction of hydrogen.

The (B2) separator further separates the remaining hydro- gen coming in stream (S131), which is then

mixed with stream (H21) in (H2MIX). The (S131) stream at this stage carries only steam, methane

and carbon dioxide with minor residuals of carbon monoxides. Excess steam in the (S131) stream is

partially separated to the (CONDH2O) stream through the (B22) separator. The (S1313) stream and the

(CH4CC) streams provide the necessary H2O-CH4-CO2 supply to the CARSOXY turbine unit at the

required molar fractions.

3.4. ASU Sub-Model

Figure 1 also shows the ASU sub-model. It has been modeled using reference [20] as a baseline

design. However, the unit needs to be modified to fulfill the CARSOXY requirement. The air separation

process starts by compressing the atmospheric air stream (ATMAR) by the isentropic booster. The

compressed air is split into the (AIRHP1) and the (AIRHP2) streams. The (AIRHP1) air stream is then

fed to the (ASUTRUB) isentropic turbine in order to expand the air stream before it is finally delivered

to the high-pressure distillation column (HPDC) by the (AIRTROUT) stream. The (AIRHP2) stream is

cooled down in the (HXA1) against the ASU products in the (N21), (N2LPDCHO) and (O2LPDCHO)

streams. The (AIRHP2) stream leaves the (HXA1) heat exchanger as (AIRHP2CO) stream and is fed

to the high-pressure distillation column (HPDC). Another atmospheric air stream is also fed to the

ASU through the (HXA2) stream. The latter is cooled down against the ASU products in the (N22) and

(O2LPDCHO) streams. The flow leaves the heat exchanger as (AIRLPCO) stream and is fed to the

high-pressure distillation column (HPDC). The (AIRTROUT), (AIRHP2CO) and (AIRLPCO) streams
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are therefore at three different pressure levels (all above ambient pressure). As a result, these are fed

to the high-pressure distillation column (HPDC) at three different stages. Both the (HPDC) and the

(LPDC) are modeled using the ASPEN PLUS RADFRAC model block. The (N2O2) stream and the

(O2N2) stream have high molar fractions of nitrogen and oxygen, respectively. Both streams are cooled

down in the (HXA3) heat exchanger against the products of the distillation column (LPDC). Only

pure oxygen exists in the (O2LPDC) stream, while pure nitrogen is only present in the (N2O2COLD)

stream. Stream (ARO2RECT) contains argon and oxygen molecules. The conventional process typically

separates the (ARO2RECT) stream into argon and oxygen. Instead, the process parameters have been

re-calibrated to provide the required argon and oxygen for the CARSOXY turbine unit.

3.5. Heat Exchanged Gas Turbine Sub-Model

As a follow up to previous work [3] a heat exchanged cycle has been fully integrated within

the specified assumptions of CARSOXY (Table 3). An RSTOIC reactor has been used to model the

combustion chamber (CC), the compressor (C), the turbine (B11) and the heat exchanger (HXHX) by

using their ASPEN-PLUS defined blokes. The results from the reference have also shown that dry

compression would increase the efficiency more than wet compression. Dry compression refers to the

injection of steam to the CO2-Argon mixture post the compressor. Nevertheless, the compressor is fed

by the oxygen- argon stream (ARO2RECT) instead of a carbon dioxide-argon stream as recommended

in previous works [3].

Table 1. Mass balance of the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT (CARSOXY) model.

The Relative Difference between the Inlet and Outlet Mass Flows (Rel.Diff)

Model/block Mass Rel.Diff Model/block Mass Rel.Diff

Entire model 0.200831 × 10−7 B2 0

SMR 3.06110493 × 10−15 LPDC 4.44654277 × 10−8

Furnace 0.2572 × 10−11 HPDC 4.49540319 × 10−10

HTWGS 3.31185307 × 10−16 CC 0
LTWGS 0 CO12CS 0

B21 1.589198 × 10−16 BOOSTER 0

Convergence tolerance

0.2572 × 10−11

Therefore, it has been essential to validate this diversion from the reference. A MATLAB code

has been developed in order to test the oxygen-argon compression against the carbon dioxide-argon

within a heat exchanged gas turbine. The results are based on Equation (4) to Equation (10) [21] and

Equation (11) to Equation (15) [22] within the specifications in Table 3 for both cases:

∆HReaction, 25 ◦C =
∑

∆Hproducts −

∑

∆Hreactant (4)

∆HReaction, T′0.1
= ∆Hreaction, 25 ◦C +

∫ T′0.1

25 ◦C
∆CPdT (5)

LHV T′0.1
= −

∆H Reaction, T′0.1

M CxHy

(6)

HHV T′0.1
= LHV T′0.1

+ [
nH2OMH2O

n CxHyM CxHy

×HH2O, T′0.1
] (7)

f =
Hwf, T′0.2

−Hwf, T′0.1

HHV T′0.2

(8)
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SFC =
Wt −WC

f
(9)

η =
3600

SFC×HHV T′0.1

(10)

Cpmix =
∑

i

Cp(i)xi (11)

µmix =
∑

i

riµi (12)

Rmix =
8.314

µmix
(13)

Cvmix = Cpmix −Rmix (14)

γmix =
Cpmix

Cvmix
(15)

3.6. CCS Sub-Model

The (CO12CS) is a (SEP2) ASPEN PLUS block model, which captures the produced carbon dioxide

and carbon monoxide from the (B11) turbine flue gases. These follow the (S6)-(S7)-(TURBOUT) route

to be then captured by the (CO12CS) block. In addition, flue gases from the furnace in the SMR unit

are also captured by (CO12CS) block. These follow the (FURNPROD)-(S1) route.

3.7. Initial and Final Inputs

Each sub-model in Figure 1 had been set up on initial values which have been modified after the

sensitivity analysis to fulfill the CARSOXY molar fraction requirements. The initial input values had

been adopted for the SMR, WGS, PSA, ASU, heat exchanged gas turbine and CCS sub-models from

the references [3,20,23–26]. Table 2 shows the initial and final input values.

Table 2. Initial and final input values.

Parameter Initial Value
Final Value

(After the Sensitivity
Analysis)

SMR sub-model

Maximum methane conversion efficiency (%) 72 72
Steam to Carbon mole ratio (S/C) 3.5 2

Steam mole flow rate (kmol/h) 60 47.5
Methane mole flow rate (kmol/h) 17.14 42

Feed streams temperature (K) 293.15 293.15
Feed streams pressure (bar) 1 1

LPPUMP and LPCOMP discharge pressure (bar) 1.5 * 1.5
HPCOMPH2O and HPCOM-PCH4 discharge pressure (bar) 6 * 6

SMR to FURNACE molar split ratio in CH4SPLIT1 12.2:1 * 4.23:1
CC combustion chamber to SMR molar split ratio in CH4SPLIT2 0 * 1:2.36

SMR reactor temperature (K) 1073 1073
Air to fuel mass ratio of the FURNCE 17.19:1 5.5:1

WGS sub-model

Water mole flow (WGSH2O) (kmol/h) 17.14 32
WGSH2O pressure (bar) 10 10

WGSH2O temperature (K) 573 573
HTWGS to LTWGS steam mass Split ratio in B4 9:1 9:1

HTWGS temperature (K) 400 400
LTWGS temperature (K) 200 200

S2 temperature (K) 573 573
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameter Initial Value
Final Value

(After the Sensitivity
Analysis)

PSA sub-model

B21and B2 Hydrogen purity (%) 99.99 99.99
B21and B2 Hydrogen recovery (%) 90 90

B22 heat duty (-kW) 0 * 0.103

ASU sub-model

BOOSTER discharge pressure (bar) 121.59 76
ATMIR mole flow rate (kmol/h) 5321.4 2642.38

AIRHP1 to AIRHP2 Mass split ratio in ASUSP 1:2.2 1:2.2
AIRLP mole flow rate (kmol/h) 727.5 341.69

N22 to N21 Mass split ratio in ASUSP 1:1 1:1

LPDC

Number of stages 40 4
Boil-up rate (kmol/h) 49,392 24,458.92

O2N2COLD and N2O2COLD feed stage 2 2
O2ARHOT feed stage 8 2

ARO2RECT product stage1 10 23
N2LPDC product stage 1 1
O2LPDC product stage 40 42

HPDC
Number of stages 26 26

Reflux ratio 0.5459 0.5459
Boil-up ratio 1.0279 1.0279

AIRTROUT feed stage 1 1
AIRHP2CO feed stage 2 2
AIRLPCO feed stage 3 3

N2O2 and O2N2 product stage 1 1

Heat exchanged gas turbine sub-model
Specified in

Table 3
Specified in Table 3

CCS sub-model
CO2 capture efficiency (%) 80 80

(Note: stages are numbered from top down) (The initial input values had been adopted for the SMR, WGS, PSA,
ASU, heat exchanged gas turbine and CCS sub-models from the references [3,20,23–26] (Note: Some sub-models
contain features which are not in the references. The initial values of these features are marked by the (*) symbol).

Table 3. Specifications of the heat exchanged gas turbine cycle [3].

HXGT Parameters

Equivalence ratio 1
Turbine Inlet temperature (K) 1900

HX effectiveness 0.8
Compression isentropic efficiency 0.85

Compression pressure ratio 7
Turbine discharge pressure (bar) 2
Expansion isentropic efficiency 0.87

Mechanical efficiency 0.99
Combustion efficiency 0.98

Pressure losses with respect to the stage inlet

Combustion chamber 0.02
HX cold side 0.03
HX hot side 0.04

Exhaust 0.3
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4. Results and Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis in this paper is provided for the parameters that are the most effective

means to control the products molar fractions. These are carbon to steam mole ratio (C/S), steam mole

flow rate, and SMR to FURNACE mass split ratio in CH4SPLIT in the SMR sub-model. Similarly, in

the WGS sub-model, water mole flow (WGSH2O) is the most effective method to control the molar

fractions of the products. In the ASU sub-model, ATMIR and AIRLP mole flow rates are analyzed,

while some of the parameters in the LPDC have been also modified from their initial values. The

following results have been produced within the initial values of the parameters specified in Table 2.

4.1. SMR Sub-Model Sensitivity Analysis

4.1.1. SMR Molar Fractions vs. H2O Feed

Figure 2 shows the sensitivity analysis when varying the mass flow of water from 10 kg/h to 510 kg/h

with respect to the molar fractions of the product stream from the SMR. It can be seen that increasing the

water mass flow increases the molar fraction of hydrogen in the SMR product. However, increasing the

water mass flow beyond 350 kg/h has a negligible effect on hydrogen production. Line C (at 350 kg/h of H2O

feed) corresponds to the point in which hydrogen molar fraction remains constant regardless the increase of

the H2O flow rate. One of the remarkable observations can be seen with the help of Line B (at 225 kg/h of

H2O feed), CO starts to decrease and CO2 starts to increase. This indicates that a water-gas-shift reaction

would partially take place in the reformer after this point (225 kg/h of H2O). Meanwhile, Line A (at 175 kg/h

of H2O feed) indicates highest conversion factor of H2O (at 175 kg/h of H2O feed).

 

Figure 2. SMR sensitivity results (SMR molar fractions vs. H2O feed). Lines A, B and C correspond to

the H2O flow rates of 175, 225 and 350 kg/h, respectively.

4.1.2. SMR Molar Fractions vs. CH4 Feed

Figure 3 shows the sensitivity analysis when varying the mass flow of methane from 10 kg/h to

950 kg/h with respect to the molar fractions of the product stream from the SMR. Up to Line D, which

corresponds to the H2O/CH4 feed mass ratio of 1.54 and methane conversion factor of 0.315, CO2 increases

as the mass flow of CH4 increases. Beyond this line, CO2 starts to decrease and CO increases as the CH4

mass flow increases. High hydrogen molar fraction can be obtained by increasing the CH4 mass flow rate.

However, this would be at the expense of overproducing CO. Moreover, CO2 production would also be

reduced, which is undesirable to the case of CCS or even in the CARSOXY cycles.

 

Figure 3. SMR sensitivity results (SMR molar fractions vs. CH4 feed). Line D corresponds to the CH4

flow rate of 200 (kg/h).
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4.1.3. SMR Molar Fractions vs. CH4 Split Ratio

Figure 4 shows that varying the split ratio of the CH4SPLIT splitter (SMR to FUR NACE) is one of

the very effective methods to control the molar fractions of the SMR. The conversion factor of CH4

decreases as the SMR receives more methane and the furnace receives less methane. This is due to the

fact that the SMR becomes less activated as the furnace supplies less heat, which is due to the reduction

of furnace feed of methane.

 

Figure 4. SMR sensitivity results (SMR molar fractions vs. CH4 split ratio).

The CO2 molar fraction in the SMR product has significantly increased. In fact, the increase of

the molar fraction curve of CO2 could be underestimated for the actual increase of CO2 moles in the

products. It must be highlighted that the molar fraction of CO2 has increased even with the additional

increase of the total moles—more CH4 moles—in the mixture. This is indeed desirable for CARSOXY

production since high levels of CO2 is produced within the minimal conversion of CH4.

However, the splitting fraction of the SMR methane feed shall not exceed the limit where the CO2

molar fraction is at the peak since this would be the threshold of the full deactivation of the SMR which

is basically neither in favor of the CARSOXY approach (i.e., high molar fractions of CO2 and CH4) nor

the conventional approach (i.e., high CH4 conversion factor).

4.1.4. SMR Molar Fractions vs. Furnace Air Mass Flow Rate

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity analysis of varying the furnace air mass flow from 25 kg/h to 1900

kg/h with respect to the molar fractions of the product stream from the SMR. As the air mass flow rate

increases up to 1000 kg/h, the production of hydrogen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide increases.

However, it can be seen that the molar fraction of CH4 significantly drops. This is an expected and

desirable result for conventional SMR. Unlike the conventional SMR, CARSOXY SMR aims to produce

high levels CO2 within the minimal conversion of CH4. Therefore, Line E which corresponds to the

Air flow rate of 650 kg/h could be the ultimate choice to compromise between both requirements.

— —

 

Figure 5. SMR sensitivity results (SMR molar fractions vs. Furnace Air mass flow rate). Line E

corresponds to the Air flow rate of 650 kg/h.
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4.2. WGS Sub-Model Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 6 shows the molar fraction variation of the WGS product with respect to the variation of

the H2O mole flow rate in the (WGSH2O) stream. It can be seen that increasing H2O mole flow rate up

to 5.25 kmol/h ensures effective WGS. In the effective region, the WGS has zero molar fractions of H2O.

— —

 

Figure 6. WGS sensitivity results (WGS product molar fractions vs. WGSH2O mass flow rate).

This indicates that all H2O molecules have reacted with carbon monoxide molecules to produce

hydrogen and carbon dioxide. However, increasing the mole flow rate of H2O beyond 5.25 kmol/h

does not increase hydrogen nor carbon dioxide production since the WGS approaches its ineffective

region. Unreacted H2O molecules appear in the WGS product since no further reactions take place in

this region. This increases H2O molar fraction. As a result, CH4, CO2, and H2 molar fractions decrease.

However, their actual moles remain constant. The ineffective region allows any desired modification

of the H2O molar fraction in order to match the required H2O level in any CARSOXY blend.

4.3. ASU Sub-Model Sensitivity Analysis

4.3.1. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. BOOSTER Discharge Pressure

Figure 7 shows the results of the molar fractions of the (ARO2RECT) stream with respect to varying

the discharge pressure of the (BOOSTER). It can be seen that the molar fractions of the (ARO2RECT)

stream are insensitive towards the variation of the discharge pressure. However, this result shall not

be misinterpreted, as the discharge pressure also affects other parameters such as the distillate rate,

boil-up rate and other heat duties. It can be seen from Table 2 that the discharge pressure final value is

76 bar, while the initial value is 121.59 bar. Since the results have been plotted for the initial values, the

following set of results is only relevant for the 121.59 bar of the (BOOSTER) discharge pressure.

 

–
–

–

–

Figure 7. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. BOOSTER discharge pressure.

4.3.2. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. ATMIR Mole Flow Rate

Figure 8 shows the molar fractions of Ar, O2, and N2 in the (AR) stream. The molar fractions

correspond to the variation of the mole flow rates of the (ATMAIR) stream in the interval of

4300–6400 kmol/h. In the interval of 4300–4900 kmol/h the LPDC is incapable of separating argon from

oxygen. The separation process starts only when the flow rate of the (ATMAIR) is approximately in

the interval of 4900–5400 kmol/h. The highest purity argon is obtained at 5350 kmol/h with minor

residuals of nitrogen and oxygen. Beyond 5400 kmol/h, the (AR) stream is only composed of nitrogen,
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which indicates that the number of stages in the LPDC has to be adjusted or the (ARO2RECT) product

stage has to be changed.

–
–

–

 

–

Figure 8. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. ATMIR mole flow rate.

4.3.3. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. AIRLP Mole Flow Rate

Figure 9 shows the molar fractions of Ar, O2, and N2 in the (AR) stream. The molar

fractions correspond to the variation of the mole flow rates of the (AIRLP) stream in the interval of

300–1200 kmol/h. The results in Figure 9 followed the same pattern as those in Figure 8. However, the

separation process starts only when the flow rate of the (AIRLP) is approximately in the interval of

610–840 kmol/h.

– /h

 

–

Figure 9. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. AIRLP mole flow rate.

4.3.4. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. LPDC Number of Stages

As demonstrated in Figure 10 the molar fractions of oxygen in the (ARO2RECT) can be maximized

if the number of LBDC stages is in the interval of 8–23 stages. However, this interval provides a very

low level of argon molar fraction. As the number of stages increases beyond 23 stages, the molar

fraction of argon increases. Meanwhile, the molar fraction of oxygen decreases and the molar fraction

of nitrogen remain approximately unaffected.

–

–

 

Figure 10. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. LPDC number of stages.

4.3.5. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. LPDC Distillate Rate

It can be seen in Figure 11 that the (LPDC) has the highest molar fraction of argon at a distillate rate

of approximately 4765 kmol/h. The oxygen and nitrogen molar fraction curves followed approximately
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the opposite patterns of those in Figures 8 and 9. It can be generally concluded that the molar fraction

of oxygen is directly proportional to the distillate rate of the (LPDC) but inversely proportional to air

flow rates in the (ATMIR) and (AIRLP) streams. In the three cases (i.e., varying the (ATMIR) flow rate,

(AIRLP) flow rate, (LPDC) distillate rate), nitrogen molar fraction followed approximately the opposite

curve-patterns of oxygen.

–

–

 

Figure 11. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. LPDC Distillate rate.

4.3.6. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. LPDC Boil-Up Rate

Figure 12 illustrates that as the boil-up rate increases in the (LPDC), the molar fractions of oxygen

and argon increase in the (ARO2RECT) as well. Meanwhile, the molar fraction of nitrogen decreases.

 

–

Figure 12. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. LPDC Boil-up rate.

4.3.7. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. O2ARHOT Feed Stage Location in the LPDC

Each column in the ASU sub-model is divided into a series of stages, which are numbered from

top down. Figure 13 shows that a mixture with high levels of argon and oxygen can be harvested with

a zero residual of nitrogen if the feed stage of the (ARO2RECT) is over stage 3. The molar fractions of

oxygen and argon can reach approximately 50% each between the third and the fourth stage.

 

–

Figure 13. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. O2ARHOT Feed stage location in the LPDC.

4.3.8. ARO2RECT Molar Fractions vs. ARO2RECT and O2LPDC Product Stage Locations in the LPDC

It can be seen from Figure 14 that a mixture with dominant molar fraction of argon can be obtained

in the interval of 7–30 of (ARO2RECT) product stage. If the mixture is required to contain a dominant

molar fraction of oxygen, then the (ARO2RECT) product stage shall be over 30. The molar fractions in

the (ARO2RECT) are insensitive of the product stage location of the (O2LPDC) stream.
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–

 

Figure 14. ARO2RECT molar fractions vs. ARO2RECT product stage location in the LPDC.

4.3.9. Oxygen-Argon-Carbon Dioxide Compression vs. Oxygen-Argon Compression

As it has been discussed previously in section (3), the compressor is fed by the oxygen- argon

stream (ARO2RECT) instead of a carbon dioxide-argon stream as recommended by reference [3].

Therefore, the results in Figure 15 have been produced using the MATLAB code, discussed in section

(3), to validate this diversion from the reference. Through this theoretical investigation, it can be

clearly seen that the oxygen-argon compression process ensures higher cycle efficiency than the

oxygen-argon-carbon dioxide compression. It is worth mentioning that the carbon dioxide is supplied

to the combustion chamber of the gas turbine by the (S13) stream at the high level of pressure and

requires no additional compression. This is another reason for choosing oxygen-argon compression

instead of oxygen-argon-carbon dioxide compression.

Figure 15. Oxygen-argon-carbon dioxide compression vs. oxygen-argon compression.

4.4. Final Results

The sensitivity analysis provided guidelines to adjust the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-HXGT cycle

in order to fulfill the requirements of any desired performance. The initial values of the cycle

parameters, which are shown in Table 2, have been adjusted to the final values to provide the required

molar fractions of CARSOXY. Table 4 shows the molar fractions of argon and oxygen which are

supplied by the (ARO2RECT) stream together with the molar fractions of methane, carbon dioxide

and steam which are supplied by the stream (S13) to the gas turbine cycle. The results have been

obtained throughout approximately 30 numerical attempts. Errors can be farther decreased using

more attempts. Nevertheless, the emphasis is to prove the concept. Hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen

are also produced with high purity in the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT cycle by the N2, H2FINAL,

and O2 streams, respectively.
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Table 4. CARSOXY final molar fraction.

Stream Component
Actual Molar

Fraction
Required Molar

Fraction
Error

ARO2RECT and
S12 (required for
the CARSOXY)

AR 0.2683 0.25 0.01
O2 0.2316 0.22 0.03

CH4 0.0980 0.11 0.02
CO2 0.1760 0.19 0.10
H2O 0.2171 0.23 0.07

N2 N2 0.9905 - -
H2FINAL H2 0.9999 - -

O2 O2 0.9970 - -

It is important to highlight that the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT model is functional in any

required capacity (from a laboratory-based scale to a large-scale industry). This can be achieved

provided that a constant ratio is used to adjust all mole flow rates, boil- up mole rates and distillate

mole rates. On this note, Table 5 shows the required mole flow rates of feed streams, the anticipated

mole flow rates of product streams, (LPDC) boil-up rate and distillate rates for 1 kmol/h of methane.

Table 5. ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT mole flow rates for 1 kmol/h of Methane.

Feed Stream Mole flow Rate (kmol/h)

FEEDCH4 1
FEEDH2O 1.130952381

AIR 0.416790653
WGSH2O 0.761975882

ATMIR 62.91381236
AIRLP 8.135406772

Product Stream Mole flow Rate (kmol/h)

N2 56.01640226
O2 13.87471457
H2 1.625724047
S13 1.158104548

ARO2RECT 1.158102272

LPDC Rates Mole flow Rate (kmol/h)

distillate 56.01640226
boil-up rate 582.3536394

5. Discussion

The ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT cycle has two operability modes. As shown in Tables 4

and 5, the first mode produces the CARSOXY within the required molar fraction with hydrogen

and nitrogen as by-products. The second mode reacts nitrogen with hydrogen to produce ammonia

(Haber-Bosch process). As shown in Table 5 approximately 2 kmol/h of hydrogen is by-produced in

order to produce CARSOXY within the required molar fractions using 1 kmol/h of methane. Enough

nitrogen to convert 2 kmol/h of hydrogen to ammonia is also produced. Ammonia can be used for

many applications, including fertilizing or fueling of cycles [27]. Figure 16 shows the necessarily

detailed flowsheet which can be added to the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT cycle in order convert

it to the second mode (producing ammonia).
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Figure 16. Ammonia production (Second mode).

The second mode establishes an easier introduction of CARSOXY to the market in the near future.

The second mode allows the CARSOXY cycle to be used where ammonia is produced. The processes

involved in the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT have diverged from the conventional processes in

many aspects. To name a few, after the sensitivity analysis the final parameters of the WGS model have

been chosen to ensure low methane conversion factor (enough to produce the required carbon dioxide

and maintain the required methane level as unreacted). In addition, conventional argon production

involves a rectifying process, while it has been eliminated in the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT

cycle by customizing the operation conditions of the ASU. This shall decrease the capital cost and

provides better matching between the ASU and the gas turbine unit. Moreover, the integration of all

the involved sub-models has utilized the waste energy (i.e., using the HX heat exchanger) between the

gas turbine model and the SMR model.

As observed from Tables 1 and 4, hydrogen and nitrogen are produced from the process. These

gases can be used either as separate by-products or to produce ammonia. If the latter is selected,

the process could be defined as in Figure 16. It is estimated that using 1 kmol/h of methane in the

process, 1.37 kmol/h of ammonia could be produced. It must be remembered that production of this

ammonia would come with an energy excedent from the CARSOXY process, which eventually would

also lead to recovery of CO2 via CCS technologies. Therefore, the process has the potential to deliver

an appreciated commodity whilst delivering extra power via efficient and clean cycles.

6. Conclusions

This paper has provided a sensitivity analysis to study the behaviour of the involved sub- models

in the ASU-SMR-WGS-PSA-CCS-HXGT cycle. This has enabled the modification of the operating

conditions in order to provide the required CARSOXY molar fractions for power, CCS and ammonia

production purposes. The utilisation of waste heat amongst the sub-models and the elimination of

some facilities which would have existed in conventional processes, have the potential to decrease

both the operation and the capital cost of such a cycle. This paper has shown various methods in

order to obtain the required CARSOXY molar fractions. Some methods stand out from the crowd.

The sensitivity analyses on the (SMR) sub-model spots the H2O mass flow rates most appropriate

for the use of CARSOXY and recovery of other gases, namely nitrogen and hydrogen, for further

processes. These are 350 kg/h, 225 kg/h and 175 kg/h of H2O, respectively within a variation interval

of (10–510) kg/h of H2O. In addition, varying the CH4 mass flow rate within the interval of (10–950)

kg/h identifies the point which peaks the CO2 product level, 200 kg/h of CH4. This has identified the

CH4 mass splitting ratio which activates/deactivates the (SMR) sub-model, 0.975 SMR to furnace CH4

mass ratio. A 650 kg/h of air to the furnace has been identified as a compromise point between both

of the conventional and CARSOXY demands. Similarly, a 5.25 kmol/h of H2O supply to the (WGS)

sub-model has been identified as the activation/deactivation point of the sub-model. As a future work,

conducting techno-economic analyses on the cycle is essential in order to prove economic sustainability.

Exergy analysis and mathematical modeling can further optimize the waste heat utilization for real,

profitable applications.
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Nomenclature

A Molar fraction of fuel in CARSOXY mixture

B Molar fraction of the oxygen in CARSOXY mixture

CxHy Hydrocarbon fuel, methane (x:1 and y:4)

Cpmix Specific heat at constant pressure of a mixture (J/mol·K)

Cp(i) Specific heat at constant pressure of ith component in a mixture (J/mol·K)

Cvmix Specific heat of a mixture at constant volume (J/mol·K)

∆CP Change in heat capacity at constant pressure (J/mol·K)

f Fuel to air ratio

HHV T′0.1
Higher heating value at the combustion inlet temperature (kJ/kg)

HHV T′0.2
Higher heating value at the combustion outlet temperature (kJ/kg)

Hwf, T′0.2
Enthalpy of the working fluid at the combustion outlet temperature (kJ/mol)

Hwf, T′0.1
Enthalpy of the working fluid at the combustion inlet temperature (kJ/mol)

∆HReaction, 25 C Standard enthalpy change of the combustion reaction

∆Hproducts Enthalpy of products (kJ/mol)

∆Hreactant Enthalpy of reactants (kJ/mol)

∆HReaction, T′0.1
Enthalpy of the combustion reaction at the combustion inlet temperature (kJ/mol)

HH2O, T′0.1
Enthalpy of H2O at the combustion inlet temperature (kJ/kg)

LHV T′0.1
Lower heating value at the combustion inlet temperature (kJ/kg)

M CxHy
Molecular weight of methane (x:1 and y:4) (g/mol)

MH2O Molecular weight of H2O (g/mol)

nH2O Number of moles of H2O produced due to combustion

n CxHy
Number of moles of hydrocarbon fuel in CARSOXY mixture

poco/poci Compressor pressure ratio

Rmix Gas constant of a gaseous mixture (J/mol·K)

SFC specific fuel consumption

To, ci Compressor inlet temperature (K)

To, ti Turbine inlet temperature (K)

Wt Turbine specific work (kJ/kg)

WC Specific work required from the turbine to run the compressor (kJ/kg)

X Molar fraction of the argon in CARSOXY mixture

xi Molar fraction of i-th component in a mixture

Y Molar fraction of H2O in CARSOXY mixture

ri Volume fraction of i-th component in CARSOXY mixture

γmix Heat capacity ratio of a mixture

η Cycle efficiency

µmix Average molecular weight of a mixture (g/mol)

µi Molecular weight of i-th component in a mixture (g/mol)

σ Molar fraction in products
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